FIERCE RIVAL SAFETY RECALL INFORMATION

Fierce Rival model rifle with Bix’n Andy Trigger Safety Recall Notice

DESCRIPTION OF THE HAZARD
Fierce Firearms has identified a safety concern with certain Rival models that contain the Bix’n Andy Trigger. The trigger sear bar is not resetting properly. This will allow the firing pin to fall when the bolt is closed or when the safety is disengaged causing unintentional discharge.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCT INVOLVED
This recall applies to all Fierce Rival model rifles manufactured specifically with a Bix’n Andy Trigger. Please review photos to ensure your rifle has the trigger associated with this recall. If you Rival rifle has a Trigger Tech trigger this recall is not applicable. Your rifle is functional and safe.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN
Immediately STOP using the Rival rifle and contact Fierce Firearms. Any unintended discharge of a firearm has the potential to cause injury or death. Please stop using your rifle until we have replaced the trigger in your rifle. We want to ensure that your rifle is functional and safe.

TO FACILITATE THE TRIGGER REPLACEMENT:
1. Please contact Fierce Firearms to receive recall information and instruction. 435-462-0040 or email: recall@fiercearms.com
2. Download and print the Rival Recall information sheet from Fiercearms.com www.fiercearms.com/company/recall-information
3. Include the Rival Recall information sheet with your rifle
4. Fierce will provide a prepaid shipping label to return the rifle to the Fierce Facility. We can email or mail the label to you.
5. Once trigger is replaced, Fierce will send the rifle back to customer home address or requested FFL.

VERIFICATION OF CORRECTIVE ACTION
When you receive your rifle, confirm that the trigger is now labeled Trigger Tech.